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ABSTRACT

Context. Vortex structures in the Sun’s chromosphere are believed to channel energy between different layers of the solar atmosphere.
Aims. We investigate the nature and dynamics of two small-scale quiet-Sun rotating structures in the chromosphere.
Methods. We analyse two chromospheric structures that show clear rotational patterns in spectropolarimetric observations taken with
the Interferometric Bidimensional Spectrometer (IBIS) at the Ca II 8542 Å line.
Results. We present the detection of spectropolarimetric signals that manifest the magnetic nature of rotating structures in the chromosphere. Our observations show two long-lived structures of plasma that each rotate clockwise inside a 10 arcsec2 quiet-Sun region.
Their circular polarization signals are 5-10 times above the noise level. Line-of-sight Doppler velocity and horizontal velocity maps
from the observations reveal clear plasma flows at and around the two structures. An MHD simulation shows these two structures are
plausibly magnetically connected. Wave analysis suggests that the observed rotational vortex pattern could be due to a combination
of slow actual rotation and a faster azimuthal phase speed pattern of a magneto-acoustic mode.
Conclusions. Our results imply that the vortex structures observed in the Sun’s chromosphere are magnetic in nature and that they
can be connected locally through the chromosphere.
Key words.

1. Introduction
Rotating structures have been observed in both active- and
quiet-Sun regions of the solar atmosphere, and on a variety
of spatial and temporal scales, since the beginning of the
20th century (see for instance Hale 1908). Terminologies
such as vortices, tornados or swirls have been employed to
identify such rotating structures. For the sake of consistency,
we shall call these structures vortices. Using modern telescopes supported with adaptive optics systems, vortices of
few hundred kilometers in size have been identified across
the solar atmosphere (e.g., Bonet et al. 2010; Attie et al.
2009; Vargas Domínguez et al. 2011; Wedemeyer-Böhm et al.
2012;
Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort
2009;
Tziotziou et al. 2018). Quiet-Sun photospheric vortices have a
typical size of 0.5-2 Mm and a mean lifetime up to 15 minutes
(Bonet et al. 2010; Wedemeyer et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2019b).
There are estimated to be 3.1×10−3 photospheric vortices Mm−2
minute−1 (Bonet et al. 2010; Vargas Domínguez et al. 2011).
Photospheric vortex flows are usually correlated with network
magnetic elements at supergranular vertices (Requerey et al.
2018). In the quiet-Sun chromosphere, vortices have typical
sizes of 1.5-4.4 Mm and a lifetime of about 10 − 15 minutes
up to 1.7 hr (Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort 2009;
Tziotziou et al. 2018). They are seen to rotate as quasi-rigid
bodies (Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012; Tziotziou et al. 2018).
Numerical simulations have revealed that photospheric rotation forces the overlying plasma to rotate and lift up, and
the magnetic field to twist (Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012;

Wedemeyer & Steiner 2014; Yadav et al. 2020). Also, simulations show that rapidly changing photospheric perturbations propagate vertically along the magnetic field at the local Alfvén speed (Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012; Shelyag et al.
2013; Liu et al. 2019c). It has been proposed that vortices
are Alfvén waves that carry an average of 100-300 W m−2
Poynting flux into the upper atmosphere. These results support
the findings on the quasi-periodic oscillations and short lifetimes of photospheric magnetic vortices reported from the simulations performed by Moll et al. (2011) and Kitiashvili et al.
(2013). Vortices could also generate shocks and support magnetoacoustic waves (e.g. Fedun et al. 2011; Shelyag et al. 2013;
Tziotziou et al. 2019). Shetye et al. (2019) have shown that
chromospheric acoustic waves interact with vortices, leading to
modified wave characteristics that may be used to probe vortex
structure.

These studies are indicative of a magnetic nature of chromospheric vortices. However, direct observational evidence of
the magnetic field of vortices in the upper layers of the solar
atmosphere are still lacking. Extracting magnetic properties in
the quiet-Sun chromosphere remains a challenge. Nevertheless,
from the available chromospheric lines, the Ca II infrared triplet
constitutes one of the best candidates for the analysis of chromospheric magnetic field (Quintero Noda et al. 2016). In this paper,
we present the first spectropolarimetric measurements of two
chromospheric rotating structures.
Article number, page 1 of 7
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2. Observational signatures
We analyse observations acquired with the Interferometric Bidimensional Spectrometer (IBIS, Cavallini 2006) of a quiet-Sun
region on May 1, 2015, from 14:18 UT to 15:03 UT, near disk
center. They consist of spectropolarimetric observations at a 46s
time cadence using photospheric Fe I 6173 Å and chromospheric
Ca II 8542 Å lines sampled in twenty-one spectral points with
transmission of 20 mÅ and 60 mÅ, respectively.
The field of view (FOV) is 40′′ ×80′′ with a pixel scale of
0.08′′ . Broadband white-light images with the same time cadence and FOV are taken at 6333.20 ± 0.05 Å. In addition to
the standard calibration procedures,
the data were restored with the Multi-frame Blind Deconvolution (MOMFBD, Löfdahl 2002). Although the polarization
signals detected in the chromosphere are low, the observations
were taken under exceptional seeing conditions for the entire duration of the data sequence. This is also confirmed by the fact that
the AO system was able to lock on the quiet-Sun, a challenging
task for solar wavefront sensing. The exceptional conditions during observations render this dataset unique for data exploitation.
We focus on a 11.3′′ ×12′′ region of interest (ROI) that includes
two rotating structures.
Figure 1 shows the white-light image and the map of mean
chromospheric circular polarization (CP) of the IBIS full FOV.
When saturated to enhance relevant features, a clear pairing of
opposite CP signals is revealed in the ROI. CP is a measure of
the line-of-sight (LOS) magnetic field, while the linear polarization (LP) of the inclined magnetic fields. We computed the
CP and LP signals pixel-wise following the method set out by
Martínez Pillet et al. (2011) and adapted to our specific data set
as
"
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where Ii , Qi , Ui and Vi are the Stokes parameters at line position i and hIc i is the average Stokes I in the line-continuum in
a quiet region within the FOV.
Figure 2, left panel, displays the time-average CP map which
indicates the presence of a magnetic dipole in the chromosphere
separated by a curved polarity inversion line. Unfortunately, the
U and Q Stokes signals that enter the LP calculation are too
weak to extract meaningful information at each time step. Instead, we integrate the signal in time and produce an average
LP map (see right panel of Figure 2). It is likely that there are
a horizontal components of the magnetic field in and around the
studied structures.
The movie available in the online material shows two structures at the location of this dipole. They are present during the entire observation period. For simplicity, we name
the two structures North (N) and South (S). They consist of
small-scale bright and dark patches forming a pattern of spiral arms and concentric rings, showing clockwise rotation. In
particular, following the schematic classification introduced by
Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort (2009), we identify
two different patterns in the Ca II line core maps (see bottom
panel of Figure 1). The S structure exhibits a roughly concentric
ring pattern with a radius of about 1.5′′ during most of the observational time, while the N structure shows spiral arms pattern.
The patches in S are clearest and rotate faster than in N. For
this reason, we identify S as a vortex, but refer to N as a rotating ’structure’. The CP and LP signal (shown in Figure 2) repArticle number, page 2 of 7

Fig. 1. Top left: White-light image at 6333 Å of the IBIS FOV at
14:20 UT. Top right: Mean CP map from IBIS Ca II 8542 Å data.
The signal in the CP map has been saturated to enhance contrast.
Bottom: Ca II core snapshots with curves to emphasise the rotation pattern in the two structures, following the classification by
Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort (2009).

resent the first chromospheric spectropolarimetric measurement
of a vortex. There is also a dark feature moving from the south
side of N to the east side of S, along a curved trajectory. It wraps
around S in the opposite sense than S rotation. There is a degree of uncertainty in flow tracking as seeing conditions, though
excellent, may have affected contrast in regions of darkest intensity.
Figure 3 shows in more detail the evolution of the ROI in
the photosphere (panels A, B and C) and in the chromosphere
(panels D, E and F), respectively. At the photosphere, intensity
images and CP maps show that the N structure is anchored in
an extended concentration of strong negative polarity magnetic
flux. The CP signal in the N structure is larger than 1% (the noise
level of the measurements is around 0.01%). The S vortex lies
above a patch of positive, spatially diffused, magnetic flux. Unusually for a solar vortex, the S structure cannot be associated
with a distinct photospheric flux concentration. Instead, it corresponds to a darker extended intergranular region.
The LOS velocity maps shown in Figure 3 (panels C and
E), have been constructed pixel-wise using a fit of Stokes I with
a linear background and a Gaussian line profile. The obtained
velocities are band pass filtered to remove p-modes. The pho-
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Fig. 2. Time-average CP (left) and LP maps (right). Contours indicate
the polarity inversion line (solid line) and values of ±2×10−3 (dashed
lines). Blue circles are centred on the N and S structures.

tospheric LOS velocity map (see panels C) looks similar to the
one expected from a pattern of granules, even if at 14:25 UT a
strong red–shifted patch appears at the position of N, showing a
down-flow at the magnetic structure.
The Ca II line core images (see panels D in Figure 3) show
two structures at the location of each of the two opposite polarity
flux concentrations consisting of bright and dark regions. Observations of the middle-upper photosphere sampled by the Ca line
wing (see panels E) display small brightening events near the
centre of the S structure (pointed by the yellow arrow). There
are no such small events at the N structure. Instead, we detect
a larger brightening region associated with the negative photospheric magnetic concentration.
Chromospheric CP maps (see panels F in Figure 3) display
a compact negative patch (with values larger than 0.5% and up
to 1.5%) co-spatial with N and a more diffused opposite polarity
patch (with values up to 0.9%) at S. The N structure displays a
mixture of up- and down-flow regions of the order of 0.5-0.7 km
s−1 in chromosphere (see panels G in Figure 3). The Eastern side
shows up-flows of about 0.5 km/s. At the centre of the S vortex
is a persistent down-flow (panels from 14:36 UT to 14:52 UT)
of 0.5±0.3 km s−1 .
Figure 4 shows time-distance plots of the CP signal along the
two profiles indicated in the first panel of CP in Figure 3. To better highlight the two structures, the x-position of their barycentre is annotated. These values were computed identifying each
structure with a threshold in the CP. Both the time-slice plots
show that these structures are magnetically stable in time with a
value of CP more than 0.5% and 0.2%, for the N and S structures,
respectively. It is noteworthy that the time-slice plot centered on
S exhibits a negative polarity filament at around X=3′′ (opposite
to the positive polarity at the S vortex).
2.1. Rotation

To highlight the rotation of these structures in the chromosphere,
we estimate the horizontal velocity field by applying to the Ca II
line core data an optical flow method that uses the two-frame motion estimation algorithm by Farneback (2003) to obtain the displacement field at each time step. Image smoothing is employed
to increase the robustness of the displacement field against noise,
at the cost of losing some spatial resolution. The average horizontal velocity field is derived from the mean of the displace-

ment field across the whole observation period divided by the
sequence time cadence. Figure 5 displays the mean chromospheric horizontal velocity map together with the LOS velocity.
Both structures show a net clockwise horizontal rotation pattern.
The S vortex’s rotation pattern is the most obvious and stretches
across 2 Mm.
We map the data onto a polar grid centred on each structure.
This enables us to investigate each structure’s local properties as
a function of radial distance r from its centre and as a function
of azimuthal angle φ.
Figure 6 shows the rotation profiles as a function of radius
from the centre of each structure. Near the centre the azimuthal
speed vφ is approximately negative and linear. This indicates
rigid-body clockwise rotation with a constant negative angular
velocity. The N structure rotates within a radius of 0.6 Mm at an
angular speed of (-0.6±0.1) ×10−3 rad/s (period of 3 hours). At
larger radii vφ remain negative but there is no discernible structure and there may not be a coherent rotation.
The S rotation profile closely matches a rigid body rotation
within a radius of about 1 Mm, with an angular speed of (-2±1)
×10−3 rad/s (50 minutes). The azimuthal speed reaches a minimum value of -1.5 km/s at r=0.9 Mm. From r=2 Mm the sense
of rotation reverses and becomes anti-clockwise. This reflects
the horizontal flow pattern visible in Figure 5 that surrounds the
S vortex to the east and south. There the LOS velocity has a similar magnitude and points downwards.
There is an extended region of negative LOS velocity at the
western edge of N (see Figure 5). This suggests that there is a
connecting flow channel between the two structures, i.e. an upflow emanating from near the western edge of N that then proceeds as a horizontal flow towards S. Around the S vortex the
flow becomes downwards.
2.2. Waves

The mean velocity field rotation from optical flow is slower than
visual estimates of rotation in Ca II intensity. We examine the
dynamics as revealed by the spectrum of the polar maps in terms
of radial and azimuthal wave numbers kR and m, and angular frequency ω for a mode signal of the form exp[i(kR r + mφ + ωt)].
The largest radius of the polar grids used are shown as circles in
Figure 5. Figure 7 shows the spectrum for the LOS velocity. The
spectra for the N structure show oscillations at angular frequency
ω0 =±0.021 rad/s m=0 and kR =3.5 rad/s. This corresponds to an
azimuthally symmetric mode of the form cos(kR r−ωt) that propagates radially outwards at a horizontal phase speed of 6.5 km
s−1 with a periodicity of approximately five minutes. The spectra for the S vortex shows two clear peaks at five minutes with
a mode symmetry of ω=-ω0 , m=-1 and ω=+ω0 , m=+1, which
when combined, is a mode of the form cos(mφ + ω0 t). This represents a five-minute oscillatory mode in the LOS velocity that
propagates in the plane of the sky strictly clockwise. It has an
|m|=1 azimuthal structure, i.e. at any given time each half of the
vortex has a signal of opposite sign. A similar five-minute signal
is present in intensity and CP.
To reveal the dynamics in each structure we construct from
the polar maps time-distance plots for Ca II core intensity, LOS
velocity and CP (see the online movie of the ROI that has been
bandpass filtered in time around 5 minutes). We average over one
spatial coordinate consistent with the mode propagation symmetry found in the spectral analysis in each structure. An overall
mean is then subtracted to produce a perturbed signal. The CP
perturbation is a proxy for the LOS magnetic field and magnetic
pressure perturbations. The results are shown in Figure 8. FolArticle number, page 3 of 7
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Fig. 3. Panels A,B and C: continuum intensity, CP maps and LOS filtered velocity map from Fe I line measurements. Panels D,E, F and G: line
core intensity, line blue wing, CP maps and LOS velocity maps from Ca II line measurements. Down–flow and up–flow correspond to positive
and negative velocities, respectively. A Gaussian filter is applied to the chromospheric CP maps (panel F). The dashed horizontal lines indicate
the slices where the time slice is computed (see Section 2 for more details). (A movie of the data presented in this figure is available in the online
material.)

lowing the spectral analysis, we average the signal in N across
angle φ to focus on the wave propagation as a function of r and
time. The radially propagating waves are clear in intensity and
LOS velocity, but not immediately visible in CP. We determine
the speed of propagation from phase lag comparison between
different radii and find it to be consistent with the spectral analysis.

Article number, page 4 of 7

For S we average the signal across radius (up to 1.7 Mm)
to examine wave propagation as a function of φ and time.
The clockwise propagating five-minute mode with an |m|=1 azimuthal structure is visible in all signatures. At a radius of 1 Mm
the phase speed reaches 21 km s−1 . Furthermore, cross-wavelet
analysis, as used in Shetye et al. (2019), reveals that the intensity perturbation leads the LOS velocity perturbation by a phase
shift of approximately 90 degrees, and is approximately in anti-
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3. Discussion and Conclusion
We have reported unique spectropolarimetric measurements of
two quiet-Sun chromospheric structures of opposite magnetic
polarity, N and S, showing clockwise rotation. These represent
the first polarimetric signals of vortices in the chromosphere, and
confirm what was previously only inferred indirectly. We reveal
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a clear pattern of circular polarization signal in and around these
two structures across the whole observational period. Although
the linear polarization signal at each single time step is weak,
the time-integrated signal is well above the noise. The combined
measurements of circular and linear polarisations patterns provide insight into the LOS and horizontal components of the magnetic field at the chromospheric level. In summary, polarimetry
reveals the presence of two regions of opposite LOS magnetic
field that are separated by a reverse S-shaped polarity inversion
Article number, page 5 of 7
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2015).
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Fig. 8. Top panel: Perturbations as a function of radial distance and
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pattern with the speed from lag analysis. Bottom panel: Perturbations
in intensity (left), LOS Doppler velocity (middle) and CP (right) as a
function of angle and time in a polar grid centered on S and averaged
over radius. The line highlights the phase propagation of the wave patterns with their corresponding periodicity. (A movie of the data filtered
around 5 minutes is available in the online material.)

line where the magnetic field is predominantly horizontal. The
negative LOS magnetic flux region partially wraps itself around
the positive flux region and S vortex. This pattern could be consistent with a non-potential magnetic dipole where both structures are magnetically connected. There is also a suggestion of
a plasma flow from N towards and around S that is co-spatial
with the magnetic polarity inversion line. It is worth of noting that the global picture of the N and S linked structures in
our observations resembles highly twisted and sheared sigmoid
magnetic structures in the coronal active regions (Canfield et al.
1999). Such structures are usually linked to rotation in sunspots
Article number, page 6 of 7

Fig. 9. 3D magnetic field configuration inferred from the 3D MHD simulation. The red and blue filled contours show the LOS magnetic flux
at chromospheric height with red (blue) representing positive (negative)
flux. A selection of magnetic field lines are traced.

We reconstruct a candidate magnetic configuration of the
two structures by using the Lare3d MHD code, which solves
the non-linear MHD equations in three spatial dimensions
(Arber et al. 2012)1 . The configuration was initialized with the
VAL-C (Vernazza et al. 1981) model atmosphere and a potential
field. The exact location of the S vortex flux is uncertain.
However, the observed photospheric CP shows a clear evidence of a flux concentration below the N, but no clear flux concentration below S. The chromospheric CP shows a clear dipolar
nature. We assume that the photospheric source of the S vortex
is composed of diffuse weak field. Therefore, we set up the simulations with a photospheric source of 1 kG negative field with
0.5 Mm radius at N, and a larger area of weaker positive field –
taken as 0.25 kG with a radius of 1 Mm at S. The S flux source
is then rotated slowly by 360 degrees.
Figure 9 shows the converged three-dimensional field. It exhibits many features that are qualitatively in common with the
spectropolarimetric observations presented above, i.e. distinctly
shaped flux regions in the chromosphere that includes wrapping
of positive flux around the S vortex and a reverse S-shaped polarity inversion line with predominantly horizontal magnetic field
between N and S sources. The horizontal field lines are co-spatial
with the flow channel determined from the velocity analysis. The
simulation underpins our conclusion that the two structures may
1
The current version of the code is available at the following link :
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/research/cfsa/people/tda/larexd/
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be magnetically connected and that through their rotation this
non-potential configuration is achieved. This simulation set up
will form the basis for future follow-up studies investigating rotation, flow and wave propagation.
Previous studies have treated solar vortices in isolation or at
least composed of individual substructures that form and reappear in and around vortex flow (Tziotziou et al. 2018). Opposite
polarity flux sources associated with a vortex are often found
close to each other (Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2012; Shetye et al.
2019; Liu et al. 2019a). Our observations show two clockwise
rotating structures of opposite magnetic polarity over a field of
view of only 10 arcsec2 . Our analysis of the spectropolarimetric
signatures, flow patterns and MHD simulation have shown that
the two structures can be magnetically connected locally through
the chromosphere. This is of consequence for quantifying the
transport of mass and energy into the corona through vortices.
The available observations do not allow us to investigate the
formation of the two rotating structures as they appear to be already formed and stable at the beginning of observation time.
The two structures rotate clockwise over the whole
observational period, with lower rotation rates than
those previously reported for chromospheric vortices
(Wedemeyer-Böhm & Rouppe van der Voort
2009;
Tziotziou et al. 2018), but with a speed consistent with the
rotation rates observed in photospheric vortices (Bonet et al.
2010; Vargas Domínguez et al. 2011). Near their centres the two
structures rotate as a rigid body.
Intensity, Doppler velocity and CP in the chromosphere reveal five-minute waves, similar to those reported from analysis of vortex motion by Shetye et al. (2019) and Tziotziou et al.
(2019). At each structure these waves exhibit different local propagation characteristics. We interpret these local waves
as slow magnetoacoustic in nature because their periodicity
matches that found dominating throughout the FOV, have significant LOS velocity and intensity signatures, consistent phase
relations and lack oscillatory behaviour in the azimuthal flow.
The N structure carries (in projection) radially outward propagating waves. The waves in the S vortex propagate azimuthally
with an m=1 phase speed pattern. Resonant absorption of sound
waves by a magnetic flux tube favours the |m|=1 mode if the tube
is thinner than the wavelength (Sakurai et al. 1991). The preference for clockwise propagation is indicative of an azimuthal
asymmetry such as magnetic twist or rotation.
We infer that the clock-wise rotational S vortex pattern is
due to a combination of rotational mass flow up to 1.5 km s−1
and an |m|=1 slow magnetoacoustic mode with a period of approximately 300 s and a phase speed of 20 km s−1 at the vortex
edge. The flow would cause a Doppler shift in the mode of about
25s but this cannot be discerned with the time cadence of 46s.
In general, chromospheric vortices may exhibit a superposition of fast rotational phase patterns due to MHD waves on top
of a slower motion due to actual rotation (Tziotziou et al. 2019;
Shetye et al. 2019). Careful wave-analysis will be essential to
distinguish steady rotation, wave phase speed and wave amplitude to obtain accurate measurements of the Poynting flux into
the solar corona from MHD waves associated with vortices.
A comprehensive survey of the overall magnetic field topology of solar vortices is needed to assess the channelling of energy to higher atmospheric layers. Chromospheric spectropolarimetric measurements will be essential. In this regard, 4-meter
class solar telescopes will enable new higher sensitivity and accuracy spectropolarimetric measurements than those analysed in
the present study to possibly provide further observational evi-

dence of these processes down to unprecedented spatial resolutions.
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